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Abstract 

Due to the fast development of human society and high growth of world population, fresh 

water shortage has become one of the most critical and urgent problems of our society. Since 

the discovery of aquaporins (water channel proteins), researchers have been trying to 

incorporate them as functional units in biomimetic material to achieve superior water 

permeability and solute rejection. Although the biomimetic desalination membrane technology 

with aquaporins has gained growing interest, it is still challenging to effectively stabilize 

aquaporins and fabricate robust membranes with high water permeability and salt rejection. In 

this work, amphiphilic peptides (BP-1 and FBP-1) were applied to stabilize aquaporin (AqpZ). 

From there, two novel strategies were devised to prepare AqpZ-containing membranes for 

desalination purpose. In the first design, AqpZ/BP-1 complex was prepared and successfully 

encapsulated into a dense polyamide barrier layer via interfacial polymerization on a 

polysulfone substrate. The resulting composite membrane showed enhancement of water 

permeability (28% improvement compare to negative control membrane) while maintaining 

high salt rejection (96%) over the testing time. In the second design, AqpZ/FBP-1 complex 

with alkynyl group was synthesized and then conjugated with azide functionalized porous 

polymeric substrate. Surface morphology imaging and surface chemical composition analyses 

suggest successful conjugation between the complex and the surface. The consequent 

membrane displays enhanced salt rejection. Both strategies showed great potential of 

incorporating AqpZ into membrane system for desalination applications.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

Water is one of the essential sources for human life on earth. Water not only supports the 

basic living function of human being, but also has significant influence on the whole living 

society including energy and food production, industrial output, and the quality of our 

environment. Therefore, a clean and adequate water supply is required in order to develop our 

society[1]. However, the fresh water from nature is not adequate as commonly assumed. 

Although 71% of the earth surface is covered by water, 96.5% of earth water is hold by oceans， 

which is not able to be directly used due to its high salinity. Only 0.3% of earth water is regarded 

as accessible fresh water, while the remaining fresh water is located deep underground or 

solidified as ice or snow and regarded as unavailable[2]. Meanwhile, due to the rapid growth of 

world population, water shortage becomes worse. Over 17% of population are without clean 

drinking water and approximately 41% of population live in water shortage regions[3]. In 

addition, as fast development in industry and contamination of freshwater resources, the global 

freshwater supply has kept rapidly depleting.  

Water reuse and desalination of salt water have become two main methods to increase fresh 

water supply from available source[1]. Water reuse has been used as a method for indirect 

drinking water production[4], while desalination, a process that converts salt water into clean 

water, has become a significant solution for drinking water production[5]. Driven by the demand 

for adequate fresh potable water, a reliable, effective and energy efficient water desalination 

system is urgently need.  
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1.1  Current desalination technologies and their limitations  

Generally, there are two major types of water desalination techniques: i) phase-change/ 

thermal techniques, including multi-effect distillation (MED) and multi-stage flash (MSF); ii) 

membrane based technology, which is widely known as reverse osmosis (RO)[6].  

For thermal techniques, MED is the oldest desalination process[7] and it is based on heat 

transport from condensing steam of salt solution in a series of stages. In each stage, the feed 

water is heated and partly evaporated by steam in the tubes, generating secondary water steam 

for next stage. Meanwhile the steam is condensed and collected as fresh water[7]. Although the 

MED process achieves high heat transfer rates[8], disadvantages of corrosion and scaling of 

oversaturated compounds like CuSO4 become a major concern[9]. MSF came into practice in 

the 1960s because of the ease and reliability of the process[10]. During MSF process, vapor is 

generated from feed water when it enters into an evacuated chamber. The process is repeated at 

each stage with successively decreasing pressure. The vapor is subsequently condensed and 

fresh water is obtained[10]. For MSF, corrosion is easier to control compared to MED, however, 

it has lower performance ratio, which results in higher energy consumption. Moreover, both 

MED and MSF processes require an external steam supply, which makes them expensive 

technologies and not the best economical choice for the whole society.  

RO first appeared in the early 1950s[11] and became competitive with classical thermal 

techniques in the 1980s due to the materials development and technique improvement. It uses a 

semipermeable membrane to remove solutes from feed solution under certain pressure. 

Compared with MED and MSF, RO process has advantages including high efficiency, no 

corrosion and no heat energy consumption. This suggests that the RO process has lower cost in 
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producing water, which could be as low as around 0.5-0.7 US$/m3, one-half to one-third of the 

cost of MSF and MED[12, 13]. Therefore, in terms of process flow and energy consumption, 

RO becomes the leading and promising desalination technology to overtake the classical thermal 

technologies[14].  

However, making RO desalination plants affordable in poorer countries still remains 

challenging in practice[15]. Therefore, technology developments to further reduce the costs of 

RO plants are necessary. As RO cost is mostly attributed to energy, labor and chemicals, new 

inventions in membrane material and membrane structure design can significantly help in 

reducing from all three aspects of RO cost[15]. Advanced RO membranes with higher water 

permeability and salt rejection result in higher efficiency system and lower operating pressure, 

which leads to considerable reduction in energy consumption. Meanwhile, increased efficiency 

of RO system results in reduction in membrane area. As a consequence, less membrane is 

required, leading to further reduction in membrane replacement costs, smaller plant footprint 

and reduced use of chemicals[15]. Therefore, novel ultrahigh permeability membrane system 

without sacrificing salt rejection performance is a promising solution to the fresh water shortage 

challenge. 

1.2  Reverse osmotic membrane technology and technical challenges 

As shown in Figure 1.1, during the RO process, an external pressure is applied to overcome 

osmotic pressure. Consequently, water molecules are forced to pass through the semi-permeable 

membrane, while salt ions are rejected by the membrane, which leads to salt removal from feed 

water[16]. As a result, novel materials and designs for highly selective RO membranes have 
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become the core factors to enhance the efficiency of RO process.    

 

Figure 1.1 Diagram of RO process. The semi-permeable membrane in the middle separates the 

two regions of salt water (left side) and fresh pure water (right side). The white dots represent 

salt ions in the solution. 

Conventional RO membranes are mostly made up by polymer materials due to their low-

cost fabrication, robust mechanical property and improved performance in selectivity and 

permeability. In the late 1950’s, Reid et al.[17] first reported that a thin symmetrical cellulose 

acetate (CA) membrane had the capability to reject salt passage from salted water. However, the 

water flux obtained was too small and uneconomical to be practical. Then, in the early 1960's, 

Loeb et al.[18] developed a simple asymmetric CA membranes with the structure of a dense thin 

skin layer over a thick micro-porous sublayer, using a phase inversion membrane fabrication 

technique. This membrane showed relatively high water flux and salt rejection, making RO 

process both possible and practical. Since then, cellulose derivatives have been studied as the 

materials to fabricate RO membranes. Joshi et al.[19] investigated cellulose triacetate (CTA) to 
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cast RO membranes due to its better stability and easiness to fabricate compared to initial CA. 

High salt rejection was achieved from this membrane. However, CTA membrane has the trend 

of compaction, resulting in severe flux drop during the test. Moreover, the hydrolysis of acetate 

group in CA materials and weak resistance to contamination became the major drawbacks of 

CA membranes[20]. Therefore, new materials with better chemical stability for casting RO 

membrane were required. Several non-cellulosic asymmetric membranes with similar structures 

of a very thin skin layer supported on a more porous sublayer of the same material were 

developed by using aromatic polyamide[21], polypiperazine-amides[22], 

polybenzimidazoline[23], and etc.. Although they showed higher stability compared to CA 

membranes, the salt rejection and water permeability were relatively lower. However, only a 

few polymers were qualified for the casting procedure of asymmetric membranes and even less 

consequent membranes showed attractive water permeability and salt rejection property. In 

addition, the asymmetric structure hindered and slowed down water molecules movements as 

the densification occurred in the middle layer of the membrane[15]. 

The limitations of asymmetric membranes led to inventions of composite membranes. 

Typical composite membranes usually consist of a porous substrate for mechanical support and 

a thin barrier layer for salt rejection. Given by the composite structure, the two parts were able 

to be optimized separately, and more polymers and polymerization processes can be tested for 

barrier layer or substrate[15]. For the substrate, polysulfone was found to be the optimum 

material because of its high mechanical resistance to compaction and chemical stability[24]. For 

the barrier layer, polyamide was developed as the main material for the ultra-thin layer on top 

of the porous substrate. To enhance the desalination performance, the barrier layer should be 
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ultra-thin while dense enough to prevent ion leakage. Cadotte et al.[25] first used 

polyethylenimine and toluene di-isocyanate to develop the barrier layer by interfacial 

polycondensation and fabricated a RO membrane named NS-100. This was a major 

technological milestone in RO history as it was the first successful non-cellulose membrane 

with comparable water desalination performance. Since then, different amine such as 

polypyrolidine[26] and piperazine[27], and different acyl chloride like trimesoyl chloride were 

tested as the monomers for interfacial polycondensation. In 1981, Cadotte et al.[28] found that 

membranes fabricated by monomeric aromatic amines and aromatic acyl chloride achieved best 

results of desalination performance among others. Moreover, the membrane provided a high 

mechanical, thermal and chemical resistance. This revolutionary success shifted the research 

and developments focus from materials development to the optimization of interfacial reaction 

condition. Certain achievements in this aspect have been reported [29]. However, the 

improvements of membrane desalination performance has been limited since the late 1990s[15]. 

Therefore, new concept and new model of membrane should be built to further improve the 

desalination performance of RO membranes.  

1.3  Biomimetic desalination membranes 

1.3.1 Aquaporins 

In nature, the challenge of having a highly efficient and pure water exclusively permeable 

system has already been solved. Cell membranes are considered as ideal solute rejecting 

desalination biological membranes. Across a cell membrane, a composite set of membrane 

transport proteins have taken charge of the movements of specific ions, small molecules and 
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organic macromolecules. The enhanced permeability and high selectivity to water molecule is 

due to the presence of water channel proteins, aquaporins (AQPs) [30].  

The mechanism of water transports through AQPs is channel-mediated transportation due 

to its featured structure. The walls of AQPs channel are consisted of six transmembrane helices. 

The center of the channel is made up by two Asparagine–proline–alanine (NPA) motifs[31], 

which form a 3D “hourglass” structural filter for water molecules to flow through (Figure 

1.2)[32]. The other filter is called the aromatic/arginine (ar/R) selectivity filter, which forms the 

narrowest part of the channel. It is made up by a cluster of amino acids to help orient and bind 

with water molecules. When water molecules are passing the selectivity filter, water–water 

hydrogen bonds are replaced by water-protein interaction. In the same time other molecules 

such proton, ions and organic molecules are prevented from entering the channel by steric 

exclusion and electrostatic repulsion[31]. Given by the unique structure, AQPs has a ultra-high 

transport rate of water molecules, which reaches approximately 3 × 109 water molecules per 

subunit per second[33]. Therefore, Incorporating AQPs into membrane technology system 

becomes a promising strategy for building highly efficient desalination plants.   
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Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of water molecules passing through the channel of AQPs 

1.3.2 AQPs stabilizing methods   

Due to the relatively hydrophobic property of membrane proteins, stabilizing agents are 

required to prevent protein aggregation after proteins are purified from the cell membranes. For 

biomimetic desalination membranes fabrication, tight and organized stabilizing structure for 

AQPs is demanded in order to be compatible with the designed system while maintaining AQPs’ 

functionality.  

As AQPs are stabilized by the lipid bilayer in their native environment, synthetic or purified 

lipids that can form bilayers are suitable candidates to stabilize AQPs in vitro. The lipid bilayer 

is consisted of two opposed layers of amphiphilic lipid molecules. They have a specific chemical 

structure with a polar head group and two nonpolar hydrocarbon tails (Figure 1.3a). Due to the 

cylindrical shape and amphiphilic nature, they tend to self-assemble into bilayers with polar 

head groups directly toward aqueous phase and nonpolar tails sequestered in the interior of the 

two layers with each other. As the compatible hydrophobicity between the interior of bilayer 

and exterior of AQPs, lipid bilayer structure is capable to reconstitute membrane proteins by 

hydrophobic force, forming a stable and functional integral unit for downstream applications. 

Moreover, lipid bilayers tend to fold themselves into sealed structures such as liposomes (Figure 

1.3b), as it minimizes the nonfavorable contact between water molecules and nonpolar tails at 

the free edge area[34]. The resulting liposomes with AQPs incorporated in are known as 

proteoliposomes. So far, the most widely used lipid stabilizing agents for AQPs in membrane 

fabrication include 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), which is extracted 
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directly from Escherichia coli (E. coli) [35], 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine 

(DPhPC), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1′-rac-glycerol) (sodium salt) (DOPG), and 1,2-

dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane (chloride salt) (DOTAP)[36].  

 

Figure 1.3(a) Symbol structure of the lipid from lipid bilayers. Different color represents 

different elements; (b) Schematic drawing of three-dimensional view of a liposome structure 

formed by lipids.  

However, lipids are usually sensitive to the environmental factors such as pH, temperature, 

ionic strength, etc., which leads to the poor stability of liposomes as hydrolytic and oxidative 

decomposition may occur[37]. Hence, synthetic amphiphilic block copolymers, made up by 

blocks of different hydrophobicity monomers, become promising alternative materials due to 

superior chemical and mechanical stability[38]. As shown in Figure 1.4a, similar to the lipids, 

amphiphilic block copolymers can assemble into polymersomes with bilayer-like structure in 
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aqueous phase[39, 40]. Stoenescu et al. [41] first incorporated AQPs into polymersomes made 

of triblock polymer (e.g. ABA, ABC, CBA, where A stands for poly-2-methyloxazoline 

(PMOXA), B for polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and C for polyethylene oxide (PEO)). Kumar 

et al.[42] incorporated a bacterial aquaporin, Aquaporin Z (AqpZ) into PMOXA-PDMS-

PMOXA polymersomes (structure as shown in Figure 1.4b) and first demonstrated the 

functionality of AqpZ in the polymersome. The huge increase in permeability indicates the 

potential of amphiphilic block copolymers as a superb alternative to incorporate AQPs into 

system for further applications.   

 

Figure 1.4(a) Schematic representation of the cross section of block copolymer vesicle; (b) 

The chemical structure of PMOXA-PDMS-PMOXA triblock polymer. The dark grey areas 

indicate the hydrophilic PMOXA segments and the light grey area shows the hydrophobic 

PDMS segments in polymer chain. 

Recently, Tao et al.[43] invented a new method to stabilize membrane proteins. They 

demonstrated that short amphiphilic β-strand peptides can be a universal reagent to improve the 

stability of membrane proteins and facilitate general applications[43]. Four types of membrane 

proteins were successfully stabilized by the β-strand peptides including alpha helix membrane 
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proteins which have similar secondary structure as AQPs. For the structure of the peptide, the 

following requirements should be achieved: 1) alternating sequence periodicity of polar and 

nonpolar amino acids residues in the peptide to control the formation of β-strand [44]; 2) short 

amino acid sequence with a length comparable to the nonpolar part of membrane bilayers [45]; 

3) elongated alkyl side chains at each end of the peptide to mimic lipid bilayers [46]; 4) 

Modifying amino acid with N-methyl group to increase its water solubility[47]. The general 

sequence they developed of the designed β-strand peptides is acetyl-(octyl)Gly-Ser-Leu-Ser-

Leu-Asp-(octyl)Gly-Asp-NH2 (BP-1), as shown in Figure 1.5a. The authors reasoned that the 

β-strand peptides are able to span and cover the hydrophobic surfaces of membrane proteins by 

forming an ordered and stabilized secondary β-barrel structure around the protein. Moreover, 

they claimed that the β-strand peptides tightly bound with each other through intermolecular 

hydrogen-bonding and thus have a lower tendency to dissociate from protein surfaces (Figure 

1.5b). Therefore, the β-strand peptides provide a new method to better stabilize membrane 

proteins without constraining protein functionality for subsequent applications[43]. 

In this thesis, a procedure to prepare AqpZ stabilized with BP-1 was developed and the 

structure of the AqpZ/BP-1 complex was characterized. Subsequently, AqpZ/BP-1 complex was 

incorporated into desalination membrane system to enhance the water permeability of the 

membrane, while maintaining its high salt rejection.  
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Figure 1.5(a) The sequence of BP-1 with alternate nonpolar (red) and polar (blue) residues, 

and one N-methyl modified amino acid in the middle (green); (b) Cartoon representation of β-

barrel architecture assembled from β-strand peptides (blue strands) in which the hydrophobic 

alkyl chains (white spheres) bound with the membrane protein surfaces (red alpha-helices)  

1.3.3 Recent research on AQPs embedded biomimetic membranes 

Given to the supreme water permeability and solute rejection of AQPs, robust AQP 

incorporated membranes are potential candidates for practical desalination application. Ideal 

AQPs embedded biomimetic membranes should have the following properties:1) high 

permeability and salt rejection; 2) mechanical robustness for required pressure as a reverse 

osmosis membrane; 3) chemical and biological stability for long term use, and 4) easy to scale 

up. For fabricating the membranes, it is crucial to effectively load AQPs onto support 

membranes meanwhile maintaining the protein function. The integration of AQPs amphiphilic 

units (as mentioned above) with an appropriated substrate is a crucial step to design a successful 

biomimetic membrane for desalination. Two main strategies have been reported so far. 

One strategy is to fabricate a single thin layer of lipid bilayer or amphiphilic block 

copolymer layer incorporated with AQPs on the surface of porous support (Figure 1.6a). Usually 

it contains two steps: 1) AQPs were stabilized and incorporated into vesicles made by liposomes 
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or polymersomes; 2) Vesicles were then ruptured and extended on the appropriate porous surface 

to form an ultra-thin layer with AQPs. Li et al.[48] first spin-coated a layer of positively charged 

lipids on a nanofiltration substrate and then fused AQPs proteoliposomes onto the modified 

substrate to fabricate the biomimetic membrane. Wang et al. [49] fused AQPs proteoliposomes 

onto two different substrates, a simple porous alumina substrate and a gold-coated porous 

alumina which was further modified by carboxylated polyethylene glycol (PEG) cushion. The 

carboxylated-PEG cushion significantly enhanced the flexibility, which led to improved 

mechanical strength of the membrane. Due to the electrical properties of phospholipids and 

polyelectrolytes, a layer by layer (LbL) assembly strategy was applied to construct composite 

membranes by electrostatic attraction between the oppositely charged proteoliposomes and 

polyelectrolytes substrates. Wang et al.[50] deposited AQPs incorporated vesicles with positive 

charges on an LbL complex polyelectrolyte membrane with negative charges to fabricate a 

biomimetic nanofiltration membrane. The membrane exhibited high mechanical stability and 

less defects and was able to maintain good water permeability and salt rejection.   

Other than lipid vesicles, amphiphilic block copolymers are excellent alternative 

reconstitution agents for incorporating AQPs into membranes, due to their relatively higher 

stability. Wang et al.[51] incorporated AQPs into the PMOXA-PDMS-PMOXA (ABA) 

polymersomes via typical proteopolymersomes synthesis. A porous polycarbonate tracked-

etched (PCTE) substrates was modified with photo-reactive acrylate functional groups on the 

top. The proteopolymersomes were subsequently deformed to cover the pores of the substrate 

under an applied pressure. Meanwhile, a covalent bond between the ABA polymer and the 

substrate was formed by UV polymerization, resulting in vesicle fusion. Duong et al.[52] 
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ruptured disulfide-functionalized ABA triblock copolymer proteopolymersomes onto gold 

coated porous alumina membranes. Different pore size of alumina substrates were investigated 

for vesicles spreading. Zhong et al.[53] deformed methacrylate functionalized ABA copolymer 

proteopolymersomes on modified cellulose acetate membrane. The membrane was 

subsequently polymerized by UV. The membrane exhibited impressive water permeability as a 

loose RO membrane. 

In conclusion, the single thin layer strategy has advantages of good biocompatibility and 

fast transportation of water molecules, as the barrier layer is just several nanometers thick. 

However, low mechanical stability and relatively low salt rejection due to defect formation are 

the main inherent drawbacks for large-scale practice.    

In order to enhance the mechanical stability and reduce defect formation of the biomimetic 

membrane, another strategy was developed by encapsulating AQPs vesicles into a dense 

polymer layer on a porous support while remaining the vesicle sphere structure (Figure 1.6b). 

Zhao et al.[54] synthesized a robust membrane by embedding AQPs proteoliposomes into a thin 

film composite (TFC) barrier by interfacial polymerization. That was the first study reporting 

the preparation of AQPs embedded biomimetic membranes using the interfacial polymerization 

method. The resulting membrane showed superior separation performance and good mechanical 

stability under high testing pressure. Li et al.[55] decorated AQPs proteoliposomes with 

polydopamine (PDA) to increase their affinity to the membrane substrate. Subsequently, the 

proteoliposomes were immobilized on a polyaminde-imide substrate. Then a selective layer was 

fabricated by crosslinking polyelectrolyte with the substrate to encapsulate the proteoliposomes. 

Their work also revealed that AQPs molecules are relatively thermostable as they maintained a 
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relatively high activity after incubation at 343 K for 2 h. Sun et al.[56] first prepared amine-

functionalized PEGylated AQPs proteoliposomes, and then stabilized them by using UV 

polymerization method to crosslinking the polymers inside the lipid bilayer. These 

proteoliposomes were subsequently immobilized on a PDA coated porous membrane via a 

pressure-assisted adsorption method. The membrane was further cross-linked with 

glutaraldehyde to improve the proteoliposomes stability on the membrane surface. Sun et al.[57] 

introduced poly-L-lysine (PLL) decorated proteoliposomes into an LbL cationic 

polyelectrolyte/anionic polyelectrolyte membrane. The LbL technique facilitated the formation 

of a well-ordered selective layer with proteoliposomes by electrostatic interactions. To further 

encapsulated proteoliposomes into membrane dense layer, Sun et al. [58] developed a magnetic-

aided LbL method. Proteoliposomes containing magnetic nanoparticles were synthesized and 

subsequently encapsulated into a multilayer polyelectrolyte membrane with the assistance of 

applied magnetic field. More proteoliposomes were able to be deposited to enrich the loading 

efficiency of AQP in biomimetic membrane.  

Besides liposomes, polymersomes are common candidates for reconstituting AQPs into the 

dense layer of the membrane, due to their higher mechanical stability and ability to prevent 

vesicles from deforming under testing pressure. Wang et al. [59]reconstituted AQPs into UV 

cross-linkable polymersomes with disulfide anchors. The vesicles were partially intruded into 

the pore by a critical pressure and covalently conjugated to gold coated surface. Subsequently 

the proteopolymersomes were covered by a dense selective layer of PDA-histidine. This design 

effectively prevented proteopolymersomes from being peeled off during desalination process. 

Xie et al.[60] designed a novel “Aquaporin vesicle-imprinted membrane”. Similarly, AQPs were 
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incorporated in cross-linkable hydroxyl functionalized polymersomes. After conjugating the 

cross-linked proteopolymersomes onto the amine functionalized CA substrate by amidation 

reaction, in situ surface imprinting polymerization was conducted to generate a nano-sized 

uniform dense hydrophobic polymer layer to encapsulate the vesicles.  

Compared with the single thin layer strategy, encapsulating AQPs vesicles into dense 

polymer layer gave advantages of mechanically robustness, higher protection for AQPs from 

polymer matrix and easy to scale up. Nevertheless, further research should be directed toward 

AQPs incorporation limit in vesicles, vesicles packing density and ionic leakage in biomimetic 

membranes[37]. 

 

Figure 1.6 Schematic diagram of AQPs biomimetic membranes: (a) AQPs (blue) is embedded 

in a single flat bilayer (yellow) deposited on a porous support (gray); and (b) AQP vesicles 

(orange) are encapsulated in a dense polymer layer (yellow) on a porous support substrate 

(gray). 

In fact, the desalination performance of most biomimetic membranes mentioned above 

were not characterized, or the salt rejection was found out to be too low to consider them as RO 

membranes, due to their fragile structures and defects in membrane formation. Therefore, new 

membrane designs should be developed to efficiently incorporate active AQPs into the 

membrane system while enhance membrane mechanical stability and environmental tolerance.  
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1.4  Scope of work  

In this work, I present a novel method to stabilize AQPs and come up with two 

incorporation and fabrication strategies. Inspired by Tao and co-workers work on β-strand 

peptides[43], rather than lipids or block copolymers, I utilized the short amphiphilic peptide to 

protect and improve the stability of AQPs in the membrane. This amphiphilic peptide has a 

sequence of alternating polar and nonpolar residues to form β-sheet in solution, and in the 

presence of protein it wraps around the protein to form a AQP/peptide complex. I then 

encapsulated AQP/peptide complex into a thin film composite polyamide barrier layer by 

interfacial polymerization to form a robust and defect-free biomimetic RO membrane[54].  

I also attempted to covalently immobilize AqpZ/peptide complex on substrate to achieve 

better control on the protein assembly. Click chemistry was chosen as the conjugation chemistry 

given its high selectivity and bio-compatibility[61]. A functional amino acid with alkynyl group 

was added into the amphiphilic peptide sequence, yielding a functionalized peptide that has 

capabilities of conjugating to substrate and stabilizing AQP. For the substrate, I first modified 

polysulfone with azide group, then casted the membrane using a liquid-induced phase inversion 

technique, resulting in functional substrate with pore size suitable for AQP/peptide complex 

loading. Subsequently, the click reaction was conducted under circulating condition using a 

peristaltic pump. The azide functionality and the circulate reaction provide the provision for 

specific attachment of functional complex. Thus, the AQP/peptide complex can be covalently 

crosslinked to the substrate through mild click chemistry, resulting in a robust protein-loaded 

biomimetic membrane.  

Objectives of this thesis include:  
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 To confirm that β-sheet peptide and functionalized β-sheet peptide can stabilize AqpZ, 

which is the water channel protein from E. coli.  

 To develop an effective interfacial polymerization protocol for preparation of 

AqpZ/BP1 embedded thin film composite RO membrane. 

 To develop a novel biomimetic desalination membrane by covalently crosslink AqpZ 

to the substrate.  

 To investigate the desalination performance of the synthesized biomimetic membranes. 

The present thesis comprises of four chapters: 

 Chapter 1 presents the motivation, background and scope of this work. 

 Chapter 2 discusses the details of the design and fabrication of AQP/peptide complex 

embedded polyamide RO membrane. Peptide synthesis, preparation of the complex, interfacial 

polymerization techniques, and characterizations of the biomimetic membrane are presented.  

 Chapter 3 introduces another method to embed AQPs into the membrane via click 

chemistry. Functionalization of the peptide and the polymer, membrane casting techniques, click 

chemistry reaction and characterizations of the membrane are reported. 

 Chapter 4 summarizes results and key conclusions of this thesis. Future prospects based 

on the outcome of this work are proposed. Further studies to improve the project are also 

recommended. 
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Chapter 2 Biomimetic desalination membranes via 

interfacial polymerization  

2.1 Introduction  

As introduced in Chapter 1, Tao et al.[43] developed a universal method to improve the 

stability of membrane proteins using short amphiphilic β-strand peptides. In their experimental 

part, four membrane proteins that have similar secondary structure with AQPs were tested and 

all exhibited excellent stability with β-strand peptides. Therefore, in this work, for desalination 

purpose, the β-strand peptide BP-1 was chosen as the stabilizing agent for AQPs. For AQPs, we 

used one particular AQPs named AquaporinZ (AqpZ) as the functional water channel protein, 

because AqpZ can be produced from E. coli with relatively high yield[35, 62], and is more stable 

under different reducing conditions and at temperatures of 4°C[35]. To incorporate the stabilized 

AqpZ into the membrane system, an efficient embedding technique was required to load AqpZ 

while minimize defect formation during fabrication and testing.  

In this work, interfacial polymerization technique was applied to load AqpZ and form a 

dense barrier layer to maintain high salt rejection. As discussed in Chapter 1, interfacial 

polymerization is a type of step-growth polymerization in which polymerization occurs at the 

interface between an aqueous solution and an organic solution [63]. As the two phases are not 

miscible, the reaction only occurs at the interface of the two phases. Meanwhile, the acyl 

chloride monomer in organic phase has very high react activity with amine monomer in aqueous 

phase, leading to the formation of a dense thin polyamide layer in a very short reaction time. 
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Due to the highly crosslinked polyamide with small free volume (approximately 0.3–

0.5 nm[64]), resulting in high salt rejection of the membrane. Moreover, due to the hydrophilic 

nature of polyamide and relatively thin barrier layer (several hundred nanometers thick[65]), 

high water permeability is able to be obtained. In previous research, Zhao et al.[54] encapsulated 

AqpZ proteoliposomes into the polyamide barrier layer by interfacial polymerization method. 

The AqpZ molecules was active after incorporating into the aqueous phase of interfacial 

polymerization reaction, supported by the evidence of water permeability enhancement of the 

resulting biomimetic membrane. This indicated that the interfacial polymerization is mild 

enough for AqpZ. In addition, the dense layer protects AqpZ molecules from falling off the 

membrane and further enhances the mechanical stability of the biomimetic membrane.  

In this chapter, we aim to fabricate a robust biomimetic RO membrane by encapsulating 

AqpZ/BP-1 complex into interfacial polymerization on a porous polysulfone substrate (Figure 

2.1). We started with assessing the stability and conformation of AqpZ/BP-1 complex by 

circular dichroism (CD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). AqpZ/BP-1 complex 

was then introduced in the aqueous phase in the interfacial polymerization reaction. Two 

conventional reagents, m-phenylenediamine and trimesoyl chloride, were used for the reaction. 

To confirm the function of AqpZ in the casted membrane, an inactive AqpZ variant (i.e., a 

mutant with low water permeability) is used as a negative control. Desalination performances 

of the two membranes were compared, along with other controls. Moreover, different amount 

of the complex were added into the membrane to study the effect on membrane performance. 

This new strategy allow me to fabricate a novel mechanical robust biomimetic desalination 

membrane that exhibits excellent water permeability, salt rejection and high tolerance for high 
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testing pressure. Moreover, it is scalable in practice, which makes it a potential candidate for 

industrial development.  

 

Figure 2.1 Scheme of the synthesis of an AqpZ/BP-1 complex incorporated biomimetic 

membrane (top layer: trimesoyl chloride in organic phase; second layer: m-phenylenediamine 

and AqpZ/BP-1 complexes in aqueous phase; and the interfacial polymerization reaction 

occurs at interface of aqueous and organic phases on top of polysulfone substrate.) 

2.2  Experimental methods  

2.2.1 Materials 

 Materials for peptide synthesis and AqpZ expression and purification  

Rink amide AM resin with 0.52mmol/g substitution, N-Fmoc-L-aspartic acid beta-tert-

butyl ester (Fmoc-Asp(OtBu)-OH), N-Fmoc-O-t-butyl-L-serine (Fmoc-Ser(tBu)-OH), N-

Fmoc-L-leucine (Fmoc-Leu-OH), (2-6-chloro-1H-benzotriazole-1-yl) -1,1,3,3-
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tetramethylaminium hexafluorophosphate (HCTU) with purity over 98% were purchased from 

AAPPTec. Amino acids (S)-N-Fmoc-octylglycine with the purity of 98% was purchased from 

ACROS Organics. N, N-diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) with purity of 99.5%, trifluoroacetic 

acid (TFA) with purity of 99%, triisopropylsilane (TIS) with putity of 98% and piperidine with 

purity of 99.5% were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Anhydrous solvents, 99.8% 

dimethylformamide (DMF), 99.8% methanol, and 99.0% ether were ordered from Sigma-

Aldrich as well.  

Both activeAqpZ and inactiveAqpZ were expressed and applied in this work. The 

inactiveAqpZ refers to the mutant with low water permeability and it is regarded as the negative 

control to the activeAqpZ. AqpZ was expressed from E.coli and purified by using Ni-NTA 

affinity chromatography. All the expression and purification of AqpZ was performed according 

to the previously reported protocol[35] with minor modifications by the Bio-team colleagues. 

 Chemicals for membrane synthesis and characterization  

Reagents for interfacial polymerization: m-phenylenediamine (MPD) with 99% purity, 

trimesoyl chloride (TMC) with 98% purity, triethylamine (TEA) with 99% purity, and salt: 

sodium chloride (NaCl), monosodium phosphate (NaH2PO4) with purity over 98% were 

purchased from Sigma-Alderich. Hexane with purity of 98.5% was purchased from Fisher 

Scientific. The supporting membrane UE50 was ordered from sterlitech. 

For structure characterization of the protein/peptide complex, 1.8 nm and 5 nm Ni-NTA-

nanogold, and 1.4 nm Mono-Sulfo-NHS-nanogold were bought from Nanoprobes for labeling 

protein and peptide respectively.  
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2.2.2 Peptide synthesis  

The peptides were synthesized via Fmoc stractegy [66, 67] using Rink Amide AM resin 

following by the sequence as acetyl-(octyl)Gly-Ser-Leu-Ser-Leu-Asp-(octyl)Gly-Asp-NH2. 

Manually, the steps are as follows (Figure 2.2):  

(1) Swell. Swell the resin with DMF and shake for 1 hour.  

(2) Deprotection. Mix resin and 20% piperidine in DMF solution and shake for 10 mins. 

Filter out the solution and repeat again.  

(3) Wash. Wash the resin with the sequence of 4 times DMF, 4 times methanol and 4 times 

DCM.  

(4) Coupling. Prepare coupling solution of HCTU (4 eq.), DIEA (8 eq.) and amino acid (4 

eq.) in DMF. Mix the solution with resin, and shake for 2 hours. For the next amino acid coupling, 

repeat from step (3).  

(5) Acetylation. After finishing all the amino acid coupling and last wash and swell, mix 

resin with acetic anhydride (10%) and DIEA (2-5%) in DMF. Shake for 15 minutes and wash 

with DMF 3 times.  

(5) Cleavage. Prepare cleavage cocktail with 95% TFA, 2.5% TIS and 2.5% DI water. Mix 

with resin and shake for 3 hours. Filter the resin out and collect the solution. Participate peptide 

in ether. 

The peptide was then purified by reverse-phase HPLC (CH3CN-H2O, 0.1% TFA) and dried 

by freeze dryer. Similarly, for large amount of BP-1 synthesis, peptide synthesizer (Infinity 2400 

and Focus XC from Aapptec) was used to synthesize BP-1. The molecular weight of BP-1 was 
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confirmed by Electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) (Agilent 1946 LC/MS).  

 

Figure 2.2 Flow chart of the solid phase peptide synthesis. 

2.2.3 Protein wrapping and AqpZ/BP-1 complex formation 

After expressed and purified from E. coli, AqpZ was stabilized by n-Dodecyl-β-D-
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maltopyranoside (DDM) in buffer solution. The protein concentration was detected by Direct 

Detect infrared spectrometer (EMD Millipore). In the protein wrapping procedure, BP-1 was 

first mixed with the purified AqpZ at a 50:1 molar ratio. It is expected that BP1 will replace 

DDM and cover around the hydrophobic surface of AqpZ. DDM was subsequently removed by 

dialysis against detergent-free buffer (10 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.4) using a 10 kDa cut-off 

membrane. Dialysis was performed at 4 °C for 1–2 days. The process of BP-1 stabilizing AqpZ, 

and replacing the detergent molecules is shown in Figure 2.3. The resulting AqpZ/BP-1 complex 

structure was studied by CD and TEM. 

 

Figure 2.3 Schematic representation of the process of BP-1 replacing DDM to wrap around 

AqpZ, forming tight β-barrel structure. 

2.2.4 Interfacial polymerization  

In order to form a dense salt rejection polyamide layer, MPD and TMC were used as 

monomers for interfacial polymerization[68]. AqpZ/BP-1 complex was added to create 

preferential water paths in the polyamide barrier layer (Figure 2.1). The general procedure was 

(Figure 2.4): The polysulfone substrate was first soaked in a 2 wt% MPD aqueous solution with 

2 wt% TEA, and 4mg/ml AqpZ/BP-1. The excess aqueous solution was removed by compressed 

nitrogen gas. 0.1 wt% TMC hexane solution was then gently poured on to the substrate surface 
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to react with the residue MPD for 30s. After pouring out extra organic phase solution from 

membrane surface, the membrane was kept in 60oC oven for 10mins as post-treatment. Two 

different sets of membranes were prepared according to Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.  

 

Figure 2.4 Typical procedures for interfacial polymerization to fabricate polyamide barrier 

layer on top of a porous substrate.  

Table 2.1 Interfacial polymerization conditions for fabricating M0, MBP1, Minactive, and Mactive. 

Sample 

ID Sample  

Aqueous phase 

Oil phase 
Chemicals 

AqpZ complex amount per 

30 ml reaction 

M0 Conventional 

TFC membrane  

2 wt% MPD, 2 wt% 

TEA  
N/A 

0.1 wt% 

TMC 

MBP1 

BP-1-TFC 

membrane  

2 wt% MPD, 2 wt% 

TEA  

0.115 mg BP-1 (38.3 ul 3 

mg/mL BP-1 solution, 

same amount of BP-1 as in 

the following membranes) 

0.1 wt% 

TMC 

Minactive 

inactiveAqpZ/BP-

1-TFC membrane  

2 wt% MPD, 2 wt% 

TEA  

0.1 mg inactiveAqpZ/BP-1 

(25 ul 4 mg/mL 

inactiveAqpZ/BP-1 

solution) 

0.1 wt% 

TMC 

Mactive 
activeAqpZ/BP-1-

TFC membrane  

2 wt% MPD, 2 wt% 

TEA 

0.1 mg activeAqpZ/BP-1 

(25 ul 4 mg/mL 

activeAqpZ/BP-1 solution) 

0.1 wt% 

TMC 
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Table 2.2 Interfacial polymerization conditions for fabricating a series of membranes with 

adding different amount of AqpZ/BP-1 complex in aqueous phases. 

Sample 

ID 

Sample Aqueous phase Oil phase 

Chemicals AqpZ complex 

amount per 30ml 

reaction 

M0 Conventional TFC membrane 2 wt% MPD, 

2 wt% TEA  

N/A 0.1 wt% 

TMC 

M1 0.025 mg activeAqpZ/BP-1-TFC 

membrane 

2 wt% MPD, 

2 wt% TEA  

 

0.025 mg 

activeAqpZ/BP-1  

0.1 wt% 

TMC 

M2 0.05 mg activeAqpZ/BP-1-TFC 

membrane 

2 wt% MPD, 

2 wt% TEA  

0.05 mg 

activeAqpZ/BP-1  

0.1 wt% 

TMC 

 

M3 0.075 mg activeAqpZ/BP-1-TFC 

membrane 

2 wt% MPD, 

2 wt% TEA  

 

0.075 mg 

activeAqpZ/BP-1  

0.1 wt% 

TMC 

M4 0.1 mg activeAqpZ/BP-1-TFC 

membrane 

2 wt% MPD, 

2 wt% TEA  

 

0.1 mg 

activeAqpZ/BP-1  

0.1 wt% 

TMC 

M5 0.3 mg activeAqpZ/BP-1-TFC 

membrane 

2 wt% MPD, 

2 wt% TEA  

0.3 mg 

activeAqpZ/BP-1  

0.1 wt% 

TMC 

2.2.5 Characterizations  

 Characterizations of AqpZ/BP-1 complex 

Jasco J-810 CD Spectropolarimeter (Jasco, Japan) was utilized to investigate the secondary 

structures of BP-1, AqpZ and AqpZ/BP-1 complex. Samples were all prepared in 10 mM 

NaH2PO4 buffer with pH 7.4. The CD experiments were performed under scanning wavelength 

from 190 nm to 260 nm with1.0 nm step, 1.0nm bandwidth and a 3s collection time per step at 

25oC in a 0.1 cm pathlength quartz cell. The structure of AqpZ/BP-1 complex was also studied 
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by using JEM-2200FS transmission electron microscope. As shown in Table 2.3, different part 

of the complex was labeled by gold nanoparticles to get a better contrast under TEM observation. 

TEM samples of the above were diluted to around 0.05 mg/ml and dropped onto freshly glow 

discharged carbon-coated copper grids for 30s. The excess liquid was then blocked from the 

grid. High-angle annular dark-field mode was used for observation.  

Table 2.3 The preparation of nanogold labeled AqpZ/BP-1 TEM samples 

Sample ID Nanogold AqpZ complex labeling  

AqpZ BP-1 

S1 AqpZ was labeled by 1.8 nm gold 

nanoparticles  

Not labeled  

S2 Not labeled  BP-1 labeled with 1.4 nm gold 

nanoparticles 

S3 BP-1 was labeled with 1.4 nm gold 

nanoparticles 

AqpZ was labeled by 5 nm gold 

nanoparticles. 

 Characterization of membrane surfaces  

Zeiss Sigma Field Emission Electron Microscope (Zeiss, Germany) was used to observe 

the morphology of membranes. To prepare the SEM sample, the membrane was dried under 

vacuum overnight under 25oC and coated with a ~5 nm thick gold to minimize the charging 

effect. Observation was performed under 5 kV and in-lens state. 

2.2.6 RO membrane performance test 

Desalination properties of the resulting biomimetic membranes were characterized in a 

standard crossflow reverse osmosis setup (customized by Sterlitech). Firstly, the testing 

membrane was placed into the testing cell with 42 cm2 active surface area (CF42 membrane cell, 

Sterlitech). The feed solution (1 g/L NaCl at 25oC) was pumped at a constant cross flow 0.8 
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gallon per minute (GPM). Membranes were compacted for 1 h at 200PSI before water flux and 

rejection measurements. The water flux (Jw) was calculated from collected permeate volume at 

a unit time on a unit membrane area ((
Liter

𝑚2×ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
), LMH).The salt rejection (R) was obtained from 

the conductivity differences between the feed solution and the permeate solution by using a 

conductivity meter (inlab 741, mettle toledo), (R = 1 − Cp/Cf). According to the following 

equations, the water permeability coefficient (A) and salt permeability coefficient (B) can be 

calculated. [69] 

𝐴 =
𝐽𝑤

∆𝑃−∆𝜋
  B = 𝐽𝑊 × (

1

𝑅
− 1) 

2.3  Results and discussion  

2.3.1 Structure and stability study of BP-1 and AqpZ/BP-1 complex 

After BP-1 was synthesized and purified, BP-1 was verified by ESI-MS. Two main peaks, 

m/z 1043.89 (1043.29 calcd for [BP-1+H+]) and m/z 1065.87 (1065.27calcd for [BP-1+Na+]) 

were observed from the spectrum, which confirmed the correct identity of BP-1. From the 

circular dichroism spectroscopic analysis of BP-1 in aqueous phase (Figure 2.5), the signal at 

219 nm indicated the formation of β-sheet secondary structure. Compared to a typical β-sheet 

signal at 218nm, a slightly redshift was observed from this result. The redshift may result from 

a conformational distortion due to the N-methylated group in the middle of peptide backbone 

[70] [71].   
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Figure 2.5 CD spectrum of BP-1 in aqueous solution. 

After dialysis procedure to remove DDM, the stability of AqpZ/ BP-1 complex was studied 

by CD. Control sample without any BP-1 experienced same dialysis procedure to get rid of 

DDM. As shown in Figure 2.6 red line, AqpZ/BP-1 complex sample maintained alpha-helix 

structure of AqpZ with characteristic alpha-helix ellipticity signals at 193 nm, 208 nm and 220 

nm[72]. However, the control sample of AqpZ/DDM-free (black line in Figure 2.6) was not able 

to maintain a predominant alpha-helix structure after same dialysis procedure, which reveals 

that without the protection from BP-1 the AqpZ secondary structure was partly destroyed. 

Therefore, compared with more loosely bound and less ordered detergent molecules, BP-1 

appeared to be a better stabilizing agent. We expected that it might result from the tight binding 

between BP-1 and AqpZ by hydrophobic force and BP-1 self assembled around AqpZ to form 
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β-sheet structure by intermolecular hydrogen-bonding between the BP-1 molecules.  

 

Figure 2.6 CD spectra of AqpZ/DDM-free (black line), and AqpZ/BP-1 (red line) after 

dialysis. 

AqpZ/BP-1 complex structure was studied by TEM as well. For better contrast, different 

part of the complex was labeled by different size of gold nanoparticles. Firstly, AqpZ/BP-1 

complex was labeled with 1.8 nm gold nanoparticles functionalized with NTA. NTA allows the 

gold nanoparticle to specifically bind to AqpZ. TEM image of the AuNP-AqpZ/BP1 sample 

reveals that the protein-peptide complex is well dispersed in aqueous phase that no aggregation 

was observed (Figure 2.7a). This confirms BP1 is able to stabilize AqpZ in detergent-free 
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aqueous buffer. Subsequently, BP-1 labeled with 1.4 nm gold nanoparticles was used to form 

AqpZ/AuNP-BP1 complex. TEM image of this sample shows that there are around 18-60 copies 

of BP-1 in a AqpZ/BP1 complex (Figure 2.7b). Secondary structure of the BP1 is not 

distinguishable by this method. In Figure 2.7c, BP-1 and AqpZ were each labeled with different 

size of gold nanoparticles. AqpZ was labeled by 5 nm gold nanoparticles and BP-1 was labeled 

by 1.4 nm gold nanoparticles. In this case, clusters of 5 nm AuNP with multiple 1.4 nm AuNP 

were observed, confirming the assembly of AqpZ and BP1 peptides. Similar to previous 

observation, no aggregation of 5 nm AuNP was found and accordingly BP1 prevents AqpZ from 

aggregating. Overall the TEM study confirms that BP-1 was able to assemble around AqpZ and 

stabilize it.  

 

Figure 2.7 TEM images of AqpZ/BP-1 complex for structure study. (a) AqpZ/BP-1 complex of 

AqpZ was labeled by 1.8 nm gold nanoparticles; (b) AqpZ/BP-1 complex of BP-1 labeled by 

1.4 nm gold nanoparticles; (c) AqpZ/BP-1 complex of AqpZ labeled by 5 nm gold 

nanoparticles and BP-1 by 1.4 nm gold nanoparticles. The red arrow is pointed at one single 

AqpZ/BP-1 complex. (The TEM images were obtained by Julie Qian) 

For long term stability study, a AqpZ/BP-1 sample was store at 4 oC for 4 weeks and its 

secondary structure of monitored by CD weekly. As shown in Figure 2.8, the complex 
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maintained its secondary structure over the observation period. The sample remained well 

dispersed and no aggregation was observed after centrifugation (4000 rpm for 10 min). 

 

Figure 2.8 CD spectra of AqpZ/BP-1 complex over a four-week period. 

2.3.2 Surface morphology study of TFC membranes 

In order to demonstrate that AqpZ has the ability to increase water permeability while 

maintaining the salt rejection, a set of membranes were prepared using different reaction 

conditions as summarized in Table 2.1. By comparing the surface morphology and desalination 

performances of the membranes, the function of AqpZ/BP-1 complex in membrane system is 

testified.  
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Figure 2.9 presents the SEM micrographs of support substrate UE50, M0 (conventional 

TFC membrane without AqpZ and BP-1), MBP-1 (TFC membrane with BP-1), Minactive (TFC 

membrane with inactiveAqpZ/BP-1 complex), and Mactive (TFC membrane with 

activeAqpZ/BP-1 complex). The UE50 (Figure 2.9a) had a relatively smooth surface compared 

with membranes after interfacial polymerization. All other 4 types of membranes had rougher 

surface due to the presence of unique ridge-and–valley structures that were characteristic for 

polyamide based RO membranes[73]. However, M0 membrane (Figure 2.9b and c) exhibited 

many tightly packed, small nodular structures and less surface roughness and “leaf” like 

structure, compared to other TFC membranes (Figure 2.9d, e, f, g, h and i). MBP-1, Minactive and 

Mactive had similar surface morphologic structure and surface roughness.  

The only difference between M0 and other TFC membranes is the presence of BP-1 in 

aqueous phase of interfacial polymerization. According to pervious research, interfacial 

polymerization occurs mostly in the organic phase as the relatively low solubility of TMC in 

aqueous phase [74, 75]. Due to the amphiphilic inherent property of BP-1, it builds a better 

connection between the relatively hydrophobic polysulfone substrate and MPD, which indicates 

that BP-1 improves the absorption of MPD on the support. Therefore, during the interfacial 

reaction, more MPD would be able to react with TMC in organic phase [76, 77]. Meanwhile, 

amphiphilic agent could facilitate the mass transfer of diamine molecules to the organic 

phase[68], which means that BP-1 has the capability to help MPD penetrate more rapidly and 

deeply into TMC layer. Therefore, the presence of BP-1 enlarges the polymerization area and 

increases the surface roughness of the resulting TFC membrane[78]. The surface morphology 

images of the Mactive and Minactive suggests that the presence of protein-BP-1 complex has similar 
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effects to BP-1. However, the presence of the complex cannot be directly observed from SEM 

as the size of the complex was too small.   
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Figure 2.9 SEM images of (a) UE50 substrate for interfacial reaction; (b, c) top view of M0 

(TFC membrane without AqpZ and BP-1); (e, f) top view of MBP-1, (TFC membrane withBP-

1); (d) top view of Minactive, (TFC membrane with inactiveAqpZ/BP-1 complex) and (g, h) top 

view of MBP-1, (TFC membrane with activeAqpZ/BP-1 complex) 

2.3.3 Effect of AqpZ/BP-1 complex on membrane performances 

The water performance of membranes was evaluated in a cross-flow machine using NaCl 

(1 g/L) as the feed solution and 200 PSI as the testing pressure. The water flux and salt rejection 

of M0, MBP-1, Minactive and Mactive are summarized in Figure 2.10. The water permeability 

coefficient (A) was calculated and listed in Table 2.4. Compare M0 and MBP-1, the water flux 

increased and salt rejection slightly decreased after adding BP-1 into aqueous phase of 

interfacial polymerization reaction. As discussed above, the presence of BP-1 in aqueous phase 

resulted in more rapid and deep mass transfer of MPD into TMC layer, leading to the formation 

of a thin barrier layer with large membrane area. On the other hand, BP-1, as an amphiphilic 

agent, decreased the surface tension between two phases, resulting in more TMC hydrolyzed in 

the organic phase. The hydrolysis of TMC inhibited the crosslinking reaction between the two 

monomers. Therefore, taking both effects into consideration, adding BP-1 led to the production 

of a thin but less crosslinked membrane [68] with larger surface area. Less crosslinked barrier 

layer resulted in higher water flux and slightly decreased salt rejection. Meanwhile, larger 

surface area provided more interaction area for water molecules to diffuse through the barrier 

membrane, which also contributed to the increase of water flux. Therefore, adding BP-1 could 

lead to increase in water flux and slight decrease in salt rejection.  

Minactive had comparable water permeability to MBP-1, whereas Mactive had much higher 
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water permeability. According to Table 2.4, Mactive was 28% more permeable compared to 

Minactive and 84% more compared to M0. Both Minactive and Mactive were able to maintain a high 

salt rejection under 200 PSI. It indicates that no defects were formed during the process of 

introducing AqpZ/BP-1 complex into the interfacial polymerization. Accordingly, the increase 

in water flux in Mactive can only be attributed to the presence of activeAqpZ/BP-1 complex in 

the membrane. This suggests that the activeAqpZ/BP-1 complex was stable and functional in 

the barrier layer, and that BP-1 is an effective stabilizing agent for AqpZ. The membrane was 

able to maintain its performance over time, which reveals that the complex was well protected 

by polyamide layer from peeled off the membrane surface. Meanwhile, the whole biomimetic 

membrane was able to withstand high RO testing pressure, indicating the mechanically 

robustness of the membrane. This study clearly demonstrates the potential of preparing high 

performance biomimetic membranes using AqpZ/BP-1 complex in an interfacial 

polymerization system. 
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Figure 2.10 Water flux (blue line) and NaCl rejection (grey line) of M0, MBP-1, Minactive and 

Mactive at an applied pressure of 200PSI. The feed solution contained 1g/L NaCl. 

Table 2.4 The Water permeability coefficient (A) of TFC membranes 

 M0 MBP1 Minactive Mactive 

Water permeability 

coefficient A (LMH/Bar) 

 

0.488 

 

0.636 

 

0.699 

 

0.895 

 

2.3.4 Effect of adding amount of AqpZ complex on membrane performances 

The effect of AqpZ/BP-1 complex adding amount on membrane performance was also 

investigated in this chapter. As shown in Table 2.2, different amount of AqpZ/BP-1 complex 
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was added into aqueous phase during interfacial polymerization, resulting in different amount 

of complex incorporated in membrane system.  

As shown in Figure 2.11, the water flux enhanced linearly with increasing adding amount 

of AqpZ/BP-1 complex (black line) or BP-1 (red line) in the aqueous phase. It is noticed that 

when same molar amount was added into the reaction, membrane with AqpZ/BP-1 complex 

always provides a better water permeability (in Figure 2.11, the slope of black line is larger than 

the slope of red line) than membrane with BP-1 only. This suggests that AqpZ acts as a highly 

permeable water channel in the polyamide layer. However, the linear relation between adding 

amount of AqpZ/BP-1 complex and water flux was only valid under low adding amount (below 

0.1 mg). When adding 0.3 mg of AqpZ/BP-1 complex into the reaction, the experimental value 

of water permeability was 15.27±1.31 LMH, which was much lower than the extrapolated value 

of 22.19 LMH. A reasonable explanation is: during the interfacial polymerization process, 

AqpZ/BP-1 complex and MPD were only interacted with polysulfone substrate by Van der 

Waal’s force[79], and extra aqueous solution with monomers were poured out. That suggests 

that in a certain membrane surface area, the substrate only allows to absorb certain amount of 

AqpZ/BP-1 complex. In this case, with increasing amount of the complex in aqueous phase, the 

absorption on the surface reached its maximum value. Consequently, the AqpZ complex in 

resulting polyamide barrier layer reached its maximum value. Therefore, the increasing amount 

of the complex in aqueous phase was no longer able to enhance the water permeability.  
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Figure 2.11 Effect of mass amount of AqpZ/BP-1 (black line) and BP-1 (red line) on 

membrane water permeability performance. (Note that there is a break in x-axis) 

2.4  Conclusion  

In this chapter, a novel technique using amphiphilic peptide to stabilize AqpZ was applied 

into biomimetic membrane fabrication. The AqpZ/peptide complex was well stabilized in 

aqueous solution and was able to be successfully incorporated into the barrier layer of membrane 

by interfacial polymerization reaction. The resulting membrane exhibited good mechanical 

stability that can withstand 200 PSI pressure under RO conditions. The water permeability was 

highly increased without sacrificing the salt rejection, which also indicates that the complex has 

the ability to stabilize AqpZ and maintain its function within the membrane. This membrane 

design also shows great potential for industrial scale production as it is easy to scale up to 
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produce large defect-free membrane in a continuous casting. The results reported here are very 

promising, however, more studies are required to further enhance the incorporation efficiency 

of AqpZ/BP-1 complex in the membrane.  
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Chapter 3 Biomimetic membrane via click chemistry  

3.1 Introduction  

After demonstrated that the amphiphilic peptide was an effective tool to stabilize AqpZ, 

we came up with a new idea of using functional peptide to control the loading of the protein on 

the membrane support. A successful ligation between functional protein/peptide complex and 

the porous substrate should meet the following requirements: high selectivity, inert to other 

functional groups, compatibility with aqueous solution, and high yield. Click chemistry, 

regarded as a ‘set of powerful, highly reliable, and selective reactions for the rapid synthesis of 

useful new compounds and combinatorial libraries’[80], is one potential method for the ligation 

of polymer and protein in the biomimetic membrane design.  

Click chemistry represents a range of reactions with different reaction mechanisms but 

common reaction trajectories, such as the copper-catalyzed 1,3 dipolar cycloaddition[80, 81], 

Diels-Alder reaction[82], Thiol-ene reaction[83] and so on. The most widely used method 

among click chemistry is copper-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC)[84]. Figure 

3.1 shows the typical CuAAC reaction occurred between alkynyl and azide reagents. It has 

several advantages for application in a biological system: the alkynyl and azide group are inert 

to other functional groups in living systems, the click reaction is generally compatible with 

aqueous media near physiological pH and at room temperature to prevent destruction of 

biological molecules[61], and high yield even when the concentrations of manipulated 

biomolecules are low[85]. Although the catalyst copper might be a concern in a biological 

system, optimized CuAAC reaction has been developed and applied to bioconjugation. For 
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example, Nolte et al.[86] successfully built up a biohybrid amphiphilic system by using CuAAC 

method to click the terminal azide functionalized polystyrene with an alkynyl functionalized 

transport protein bovine serum albumin (BSA). Given the advantages and feasibility of CuAAC 

reaction, it was chosen as the chemistry for crosslinking the protein/peptide complex and the 

polymer substrate. For this purpose, we prepared alkynyl functionalized BP-1 and azide-

functionalized polysulfone substrate. 

 

Figure 3.1 The framework of CuAAC 

In this chapter, a novel biomimetic membrane fabrication strategy was presented by using 

alkynyl functionalized peptide to stabilize and load AqpZ onto azide modified polymer support 

via biocompatible click chemistry (Figure 3.2). Based on BP-1 structure, the alkynyl 

functionalized peptide can be easily modified by adding a functional amino acid with alkynyl 

group into the peptide sequence. As shown in Figure 3.3, a propargylglycine amino acid was 

incorporated into the BP1 sequence at the ninth position. The modified peptide was synthesized 

using solid phase peptide synthesis. Because of the inert and bio-orthogonal property of alkynyl 

group, the propargyl side group does not react with the reagents or inhibit the solid phase 

synthesis[87]. Polysulfone was chosen as the starting material for the substrate because it is 

widely available and can be readily modified. It is also highly thermostable and resistant to 

mechanical, chemical, and bacterial attack. Polysulfone can be functionalized with azide group 
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on the side chain with two steps. The product was then applied to cast a substrate with 

appropriate pore size[88] using liquid-induced phase inversion technique. The biomimetic 

membrane was subsequently prepared by clicking the AqpZ/propargyl functionalized peptide 

(FBP-1) complex to the porous azide-functionalized polysulfone substrate.  

The functionality of the alkynyl group of FBP-1, the stability of AqpZ/FBP-1 complex, the 

immobilization of AqpZ/FBP-1 complex onto azide-functionalized substrate via click chemistry, 

and preliminary study on the desalination performance, were investigated in this chapter.  

 

Figure 3.2 Schematic illustration of AqpZ/FBP-1 membrane fabrication 

 

Figure 3.3 The chemical structure of FBP-1. The alkyne functional group is highlighted in 

blue. ) 
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3.2  Experimental methods  

3.2.1 Materials 

 Materials for AqpZ, FBP-1 synthesis and characterization 

Apart from the chemicals required to synthesis peptide in Chapter 2, amino acid Fmoc-L-

2-propargylglycine with purity of 98% was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. For peptide 

characterization purpose, red-fluorescent Tetramethylrhodamine 5-Carboxamido-(6-

Azidohexanyl) (TAMRA Azide) was purchased from Life technologies.  

AqpZ was expressed and purified followed by same protocol mentioned in chapter 2. For 

characterization and observation, Click-iT® protein reaction buffer kit, and fluorescein (FITC) 

were purchased from Life Technologies (Thermo Fisher Scientific).  

 Materials for polymer modification and membrane casting 

 Udel P-1700 polysulfone (PSU) with molecular weight of 19800 Da and 1.75 PDI (the 

polydiversity index, Mw/Mn) was received from Solvay. Paraformaldehyde with purity of 95%, 

chlorotrimethylsilane with purity of 99%, tin (IV) chloride with purity of 98%, sodium azide 

with putify of 99% were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Solvents such as chloroform, methanol, 

N-Methyl-2-and pyrrolidone(NMP) with purity higher than 99% were purchased from Fisher 

Scientific. Pore agent Polyvinylpyrrolidone K 30, with average Mw 40000 was ordered from 

Sigma-Aldrich. 

 Materials for click chemistry  

Click chemistry reagents including copper (II) sulfate, N,N,N’,N’’,N’’-
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Pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA), and sodium ascorbate with purity of 99% were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

3.2.2 FBP-1 synthesis and protein wrapping 

 The general procedures of FBP-1 synthesis, protein expression and purification, and 

protein wrapping procedure were same with Chapter 2. The only difference was that the 

functional amino acid propargylglycine was added at the ninth position of the sequence in Figure 

3.3.   

3.2.3 Polysulfone modification  

 Chloromethylation of PSU 

   10 grams of PSU was dissolved in 300 mL chloroform in a 500 mL round bottom flask under 

argon atmosphere. 6.7 g Paraformaldehyde, 0.26 mL SnCl4 and 28.5 mL (CH3)3SiCl were added 

into the reaction flask, respectively. The mixture was stirred at 60 oC for 72 hours. The reaction 

formula was shown as the first step of figure 3.4. After reacting 72 hours, the polymer solution 

was precipitated in methanol and washed several times with methanol. Polysulfone chloride 

(PSU-Cl) was then filtered and dried under vacuum [89].  

 Azidation of PSU 

1 gram of above obtained PSU-Cl was dissolved in 15 mL of DMF in a round-bottom flask. 

0.097 gram of Sodium azide was added to the solution. The mixture solution was stirred for 24 

hours at 70 oC. After 24 hours, the reaction mixture was concentrated and precipitated into 

methanol/water mixture (v/v: 4/1). The product polysulfone azide (PSU-N3) was dried in a 
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vacuum at 25 oC[90]. 

 

Figure 3.4 Overall process for the modification of azide functionalized polysulfone (the first 

step: Chloromethylation of PSU; the second step: Azidation of PSU). 

3.2.4 Functional substrate casting 

The porous PSU-N3 membrane was prepared by the liquid-induced phase inversion 

technique. The casting polymer solution was prepared by adding 12 wt% of PSU, 8% of PSU-

N3 into NMP at 70 ◦C. After polymer dissolved, PVP was blended in as the pore-forming agent 

at a concentration of 7 wt%. The viscous solution was then filtered through a coarse glass fiber 

filter and degassed under vacuum. The filtered solution was casted onto a glass plate, which was 

then immersed in DI water at 25 ◦C. After the membrane had detached from the glass plate, it 

was kept in another water bath for at least 24 h[91]. 

3.2.5 Click chemistry  

For a click reaction between AqpZ/FBP-1 complex and PSU-N3 substrate(Figure 3.5a), 
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100 μM CuSO4, 2 mg AqpZ/FBP-1 and 500 μM ligand PMDETA were mixed with 10 mM 

NaH2PO4 buffer in a schlenk flask. The mixed solution was purged with N2 for 30 min and then 

forced circulate through PSU-N3 membrane by peristaltic pump (Figure 3.5b). In the same time 

2.5 mM sodium ascorbate was added into the circulate system. The reaction system was sealed 

for 24 hours. The obtained PSU-AqpZ membrane was washed by DI water for several times and 

kept in water at 4 oC.  
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Figure 3.5(a) The click conjugation between FBP-1 and PSU-N3; (b) The click reaction set up 

(there parts were included: peristaltic pump, membrane with filter holder as support, and 

reagent solution. The blue arrows indicate the circulation direction). 

3.2.6 Characterizations  

 Characterizations of FBP-1 and AqpZ/FBP-1 complex  

Jasco J-810 CD Spectropolarimeter (Jasco, Japan) was utilized to investigate the secondary 

structures of FBP-1, AqpZ and AqpZ/BP-1 complex. Similar to chapter 2, samples were all 

prepared in 10 mM NaH2PO4 buffer with pH 7.4. The CD experiments were performed under 

scanning wavelength from 190 nm to 260 nm with1.0 nm step, 1.0 nm bandwidth and a 3s 

collection time per step at 25oC in a 0.1 cm pathlength quartz cell. 

 Characterization of FBP-1 functional group 

To determine the alkyne functionality of FBP-1, one fluorescence dye was clicked with 

FBP-1. Subsequently, the emission scan of the product was obtained by a PTI Fluorescence 

Spectrophotometer (Photon Technology International, Lawrenceville, NJ, USA). The excitation 

wavelength was set at 535 nm and recording emission signal from 565 nm to 700 nm.  

 Characterization of polymer modification  

1H NMR measurements were recorded using Varian Direct Drive VNMRS 600 

spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara CA) operating at a magnetic field strength of 

14.1 T (600 MHz 1H frequency) using Chloroform-d (CDCl3) solvent. Measurements were 

acquired at R.T. using a single pulse excitation with a 45o flip angle of 3.6 µs. Acquisition time 
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was maintained at 1.7 s with repetition time one second. PSU, PSU-Cl, and PSU-N3 spectra 

were recorded separately. 

 Characterizations of membrane surface composition 

 FTS 7000 FTIR spectrometer (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) equipped with ATR set 

up was used to analyze the characteristic function groups on sample membranes. Membrane 

samples were first dried under vacuum for overnight at 25 oC. The transmittance spectra were 

recorded with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1. XPS analysis was also conducted to analyze the 

surface chemical element composition by using AXIS 165 XPS Spectrometer. All the bonding 

energies have been corrected by referring to the C 1s photoelectron peak at 284.6 eV. Membrane 

samples of PSU, PSU-N3 and PSU- AqpZ were tested and recorded. Image Quant LAS 4000 

biomolecular imager (GE healthcare, United Kingdom) was utilized for detecting fluorescein 

on the membrane surfaces. Images of membrane samples were taken at Fluorescence mode via 

blue epi-illuminator to excite fluorescein. 

 Characterizations of surface morphology of membranes 

Zeiss Sigma Field Emission Electron Microscope (Zeiss, Germany) was used to observe 

the morphology of membranes. To prepare the SEM sample, the membrane was dried under 

vacuum overnight at 25oC and coated with a ~5 nm thick gold to minimize the charging effect. 

Observation was performed under 5 kV and in-lens state. Zeiss Orion Helium Ion Microscope 

was applied to directly image membrane samples without coating any gold on the surface. 

Membrane samples of PSU and PSU-AqpZ were scanned to analyze the original surface 

morphology.  
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3.2.7 Preliminary desalination performance test 

Desalination properties of the synthesized biomimetic membranes were characterized in 

the same cross flow reverse osmosis setup as chapter 2. Differently, membranes were tested at 

50 PSI in order to protect the membrane delicate structure and get reasonable water flux and 

rejection values. Similarly, the water flux (Jw) was calculated from collected permeate volume 

at a unit time on a unit membrane area ((
Liter

𝑚2×ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟
), LMH).And the salt rejection (R) was obtained 

based on the conductivity differences between the feed solution and the permeate solution by 

conductivity meter (inlab 741, mettle toledo), (R = 1 − Cp/Cf).  

3.3  Result and discussion 

3.3.1 Polymer characterizations 

The high functionalization degree of PSU-N3 was required for better bio-conjugation to 

load AqpZ/FBP-1 complex onto the resulting functional substrate. Figure 3.6c shows the 1H 

NMR spectra of PSU-Cl and PSU-N3 in CDCl3. From the red line spectrum in Figure 3.6c, the 

peak at 4.53 ppm was assigned to the methylene of the CH2Cl group (denoted as a in Figure 

3.7c). The peak at 7.83 ppm was assigned to the four meta protons on the phenyl ring adjacent 

to the sulfonyl group (denoted as b in figure 3.6c). The degree of chloromethylation was 

calculated to be around 1.25 Cl per repeating unit of PSU from the intensity ratio of these two 

types of peaks[92].  

The blue line in Figure 3.6c shows the 1H NMR spectrum of PSU-N3 in CDCl3. Compared 

with the spectrum of PSU-Cl, the signals corresponding to methylene protons shifted from 4.53 
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ppm to 4.37 ppm(denoted as c in Figure 3.6c), and the peak intensity at 4.53 ppm was decreased 

(denoted as a’ in Figure 3.6c). This result indicated the successful azidation reaction. The 

conversion rate of CH2Cl to CH2N3 was calculated to be 84% from the intensity ratio between 

c and a. The average azide group density on the PSU chain was calculated to be ∼1.05 N3 per 

repeating unit of PSU. From the result, each unit of polysulfone was attached by at least one 

azide group, which was favorable for the subsequent click reaction between the substrate and 

AqpZ/FBP-1 complex. 
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Figure 3.6(a) Chemical structure of PSU-Cl. a and b indicate the different types of 

characteristic signal peaks used to calculate the degree of chloromethylation according to 1H 

NMR spectrum of PSU-Cl. (b) Chemical structure of PSU-N3. c represents the new peak 

appeared in its 1H NMR spectrum.(c) 1H NMR spectra of PSU-Cl (red line) and PSU-N3 (blue 

line).  
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3.3.2 Characterizations of FBP-1  

 The secondary structure of FBP-1 

The identity of purified FBP-1 was verified by ESI-MS. Two main peaks were observed: 

m/z 1135.82 (1135.66 calcd for [FBP-1-H+]-) and m/z 1157.80 (1157.64 calcd for [FBP-1+Na+-

2H+]-). The secondary structure of FBP-1 in aqueous solution was studied by circular dichroism 

analysis, as shown in Figure 3.7. A characteristic β-sheet signal at 218 nm was observed from 

CD spectrum of FBP-1, which suggests the formation of β-sheet secondary structure of FBP-1 

in aqueous solution. Therefore, adding propargyl group into the sequence does not affect the β-

sheet formatting ability in BP-1. FBP-1 still has the capability to self-assemble into β-sheet 

structure in aqueous solution. 
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Figure 3.7 Circular dichroism spectrum of FBP-1. 

 The functional end of FBP-1 

Red fluorescent dye TAMRA-azide (Ex/Em 555/580 nm) and Click-iT® protein reaction 

buffer kit was used to demonstrate the functionality of the propargyl group of FBP-1. Click 

reaction was performed following the manufacturer’s instruction to conjugate TAMRA-azide to 

FBP-1 resin (Figure 3.8). After washing out remaining dye residues and cleaving FBP-1 from 

the resin, FBP-1 was recrystallized in ether and dissolved again in DI water for fluorescence 

spectroscopy characterization. 

 

Figure 3.8 The reaction formula of Red-fluorescent TAMRA-azide reacting with FBP-1 before 

cleavage. 

The emission scan of the product was shown in Figure 3.9. The fluorescence emission peak 

at 575 nm was obtained when applied an excitation light with wavelength of 535 nm, which 

indicates that FBP-1 was successfully clicked with TAMRA-azide dye. Therefore, FBP-1 

functional alkyne end has the capability to react with azide functional chemicals via click 
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chemistry.  

 

Figure 3.9 Fluorescence emission spectrum for the product of FBP-1 click with TAMRA-

azide. An excitation with wavelength of 535 nm was applied and an emission peak at 575 nm 

was observed. 

3.3.3 Stability study of AqpZ/FBP-1 complex 

The stability of AqpZ and FBP-1 complex was characterized by CD after removing DDM 

via dialysis. As shown in Figure 3.10, AqpZ/FBP-1 complex (in red) still maintained alpha-

helix structure of AqpZ with typical alpha-helix ellipticity signal at 193 nm, 210 nm and 221 

nm[72]. However, the control sample (in black) without adding FBP-1 lost the predominant 

alpha-helix structure, which indicates that the AqpZ was partly denatured after same dialysis 

procedure. It demonstrates that FBP-1 is able to substitute detergent and stabilize AqpZ in 

aqueous solution. In addition, it proves that the functional end propargyl group does not 

influence the wrapping process around the protein.  
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Figure 3.10 CD spectra of AqpZ/DDM-free (black line), and AqpZ/FBP-1 (red line) after 

dialysis. 

3.3.4 Chemical compositions of the conjugated PSU-AqpZ membrane surfaces 

ATR was utilized to characterize and compare the chemical compositions of the surfaces 

of PSU-N3 and the membrane after click reaction with AqpZ/FBP-1 complex (PSU-AqpZ 

membrane). As shown in Figure 3.11a, the IR adsorption at 2098 cm−1 in the spectrum of PSU-

N3 bands (black line) is corresponding to azide groups. The IR signals at 3302 cm−1 and 1660 

cm-1 are derived from NH stretching and C=O stretching vibrations of amide group[93], which 

indicates the presence of protein structure. Further compare the two spectra in region of 2350 

cm-1 to 1350 cm-1(Figure 3.11b), the azide signal at 2098 cm-1 was slightly decreased after click 
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reaction, and one new peak generated at 1543 cm-1 which was agreed with the literature value 

for a 1,2,3-triazole[94, 95]. As a result, the conjugation reaction occurred successfully between 

AqpZ/FBP-1 complex and azide substrate. In addition, as the penetration depth of ATR into the 

sample is typically between 0.5 and 2 micrometers[96], the azide group from bulk PSU-N3 under 

surface is still detectable, which explains the existence of azide signal in PSU-AqpZ membrane 

IR spectrum.  

 

Figure 3.11(a) ATR spectra of PSU-AqpZ membrane (red line) and PSU-N3 membrane (black 

line); (b) IR difference spectra of PSU-AqpZ membrane (red line) and PSU-N3 membrane 

(black dash) from 2350 cm-1 to 1350 cm-1, according to the blue dot region in (a). 

The membrane surface chemical composition was also characterized by XPS analysis 

(Figure 3.12). All the wide scan spectra have the same distribution of peaks, including the peak 

at 532 eV assigned to O 1s, 285 eV assigned to C 1s, 399 eV assigned to N 1s, and 168 eV 

assigned to S 2p[97]. The corresponding composition of both membrane surfaces is listed in 

Table 3.1. The nitrogen component from PSU membrane is resulted from the pore agent PVP 
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added during the substrate casting procedure. Thus for PSU membrane surface, the N1s core 

level spectrum only presents one peak with binding energy at 399.5eV, which is contributed by 

the nitrogen in PVP[97, 98]. Compared to PSU membrane, PSU-N3 membrane shows higher 

N/S content ratio due to successful azidation modification of PSU. The increase of the N/S 

content ratio after click reaction is resulted from the relatively higher nitrogen content of AqpZ, 

which indicates the successful tethering of AqpZ/FBP-1 complex on the membrane surface. For 

PSU-N3 surface, N 1s core level spectrum is curve-fitted into four peak components with 

binding energies at 404.2, 400.7, 399.9, and 399.6 eV, attributable to the (C)−N=, N−, N+, and 

the nitrogen from PVP respectively[97, 99]. For PSU-AqpZ membrane, the broad N 1s peak can 

be fitted and deconvoluted into five peaks with the following tentative assignments: 404.2(the 

residual N+ from azide group), 401.0(-C-N- from triazole ring), 400.5(N=N from triazole ring), 

400.0(nitrogen from amide group), 399.5(the nitrogen from PVP) and 398.8 eV(nitrogen from 

amine group)[97, 100-102]. The depressed peak of N+, and the presence of new peaks indicate 

that the amount of aizde group on the surface was relatively decreased and AqpZ/FBP-1 

complex was conjugated on the surface.   
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Figure 3.12 Wide scan and N 1s core level XPS spectra of PSU membrane surface (a and b), 
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PSU-N3 membrane (c and d), and PSU-AqpZ membrane surface (e and f). 

Table 3.1 Chemical compositions of the PSU, PSU-N3 and PSU-AqpZ membranes by XPS. 

Membrane 

Sample 

C 1s 

[mol%] 

O 1s 

[mol%] 

N 1s 

[mol%] 

S 2p 

[mol%] 

n(N)/n(S) 

[mol/mol] 

PSU 82.59 12.02 2.28 3.10 0.735 

PSU-N3 79.29 11.30 7.17 2.24 3.2 

PSU-AqpZ 78.61 12.62 6.85 1.92 3.57 

3.3.5 Florescence study to confirm the conjugation between AqpZ complex and 

functional substrate 

For observation purpose, fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), one synthetic organic 

compound was chosen as a fluorescent tracer for AqpZ. It has an absorption maximum at 494 

nm and emission maximum of 512 nm in aqueous solution. Briefly, the isothiocyanate group of 

FITC was able to react with the primary amine groups of AqpZ and form a thiourea linkage. 

Consequently, the labeled AqpZ is detectable by fluorescence spectroscopy, which makes the 

FITC labeling an effective method to determine the presence of AqpZ. In order to further 

demonstrate that the AqpZ/FBP-1 complex was conjugated on membrane surface via click 

chemistry, rather than non specific binding, same amount of FITC-AqpZ was wrapped by FBP-

1 and BP-1 respectively. Two click reactions were carried out by using FITC-AqpZ/FBP-1 and 

FITC-AqpZ/BP-1 complex (Table 3.2). After click reaction, both M1 and M2 was washed in DI 

water thoroughly to get rid of non-binding protein on the surface. Membranes were then 

characterized by gel document imaging system.  

Table 3.2 Click reaction conditions for fabricating membrane M1 and membrane M2. 
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Sample ID Click reaction conditions 

M1 2 mg FITC-AqpZ/BP-1 

100 μM CuSO4 

500 μM ligand PMDETA 

2.5 mM sodium ascorbate 

M2 2 mg FITC-AqpZ/FBP-1 

100 μM CuSO4 

500 μM ligand PMDETA 

2.5 mM sodium ascorbate 

During the preparing procedure, the only difference between two membranes is the 

wrapping peptide—M2 using the peptide with alkyne group which is clickable with the azide 

surface, and M1 using the peptide without any functional group to react with the surface. Figure 

3.13 shows the results of M1 and M2 from gel document imaging machine. As shown in Figure 

3.13a, no FITC signal is observed for M1 surface, indicating no FITC-AqpZ is bound to the 

surface. Compared to M1, strong green fluorescence is observed from M2 surface, which 

suggests that FITC-AqpZ was anchored onto the membrane surface. Therefore, the fluorescence 

result reveals that the AqpZ/FBP-1 complex was conjugated onto the surface via click reaction 

between FBP-1 and azide surface. This also proved that the intermolecular force between FBP-

1 and AqpZ was relatively strong and able to maintain the complex during click reaction.  

 

Figure 3.13 Fluorescence image of (a) M, (control membrane for click reaction by using BP-1 
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as wrapping agent); and (b) M2, (click membrane using FBP-1 as wrapping agent). Images 

taken by gel document imaging system at excitation of 490 nm and the black area represents 

the emission signal at 525 nm.  

3.3.6 Morphology study of the PSU-AqpZ membrane surfaces 

The surface morphology was first characterized by SEM (Figure 3.14). The top surface of 

the PSU-N3 substrate is smooth and no pore structure was observed under low magnification 

(Figure 3.14a). Under high magnification, small pores were able to be observed with the size 

around 8 nm, which indicates that the substrate has a tight structure with appropriate size of 

pores for protein complex (Figure 3.14b). For the cross-section image, the membrane presents 

asymmetric structure, which consist of a dense skin layer (Figure 3.14d between the red arrows) 

and a porous sublayer having a fingerlike structure (figure 3.14c). This is a typical structure for 

membranes prepared from liquid-induced phase inversion[88]. During the click reaction, the 

reaction solution including reaction reagents and AqpZ/FBP-1 complex were filtered and 

circulated from top dense layer to bottom. As shown in Figure 3.14e, the PSU-AqpZ membrane 

surface is relatively rougher and covered uniformly by tight and small nodular spots with the 

size around 25 nm, compared to PSU-N3 membrane surface. Nevertheless, the SEM samples 

were coated by 5 nm thick gold, which may influence the surface morphology.  
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Figure 3.14 SEM images of the membrane surfaces. (a)Top view of PSU-N3 membrane; (b) 

Top view of PSU-N3 membrane surface in high resolution; (c) Cross-section view of PSU-N3 

substrate; (d) High resolution image of the cross-section of PSU-N3 substrate, the red arrows 

in (d) denoted the dense layer of PSU-N3; (e) Low resolution image of PSU-AqpZ membrane 

surface; (f), High resolution image of PSU-AqpZ membrane surface; all the samples were gold 

coated). 

In order to further confirm the conjugation of the complex on the surface, we tried to use 

HIM to image the PSU-AqpZ membrane (Figure 3.15). HIM is an imaging technology based on 
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using a scanning helium ion beam rather than the electron beam, which gives an advantage of 

directly characterizing non-conductive samples without any charging effect[103]. Therefore, no 

coating is required and HIM images of non-coated samples are more close to the reality of the 

surface morphology compared to SEM images of gold coated samples. Figure 3.15a exhibits the 

smooth surface of PSU-N3 membrane and small pores were observed from the image. Compared 

with PSU-N3 membrane, the surface of PSU-AqpZ membrane (Figure 3.15b) was covered by 

AqpZ clusters (white spots). Similar to SEM result, dense sphere-like small bumps with the size 

approximately around 25-35 nm were observed on the surface (figure 3.15c). Nevertheless, the 

edge contrast is lower compared to SEM images, resulting from high energy rigid helium ion 

beam struck on the soft protein sample and might mill the surface structure of the sample[104].   
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Figure 3.15 HiM images of (a) PSU-N3 membrane, (b) and (c) PSU-AqpZ membrane. The red 

arrow was pointed at one bump structure on the membrane. all samples were non-gold 

coated.(Images were obtained by Peng Li) 

As the dimension of tetramer AqpZ is about 6 nm × 6 nm × 6 nm [105, 106], the length 

of AqpZ/FBP-1 complex should be slightly larger than 6nm. This suggests that the small sphere 

structure could be resulted from the presence of AqpZ/FBP-1 complex on the top of the 

membrane. Based on the result of the SEM and HIM imaging, it appears that AqpZ is 

successfully anchored on the surface but in a clustered manner, with approximate 4 molecules 

of the AqpZ monomer in each cluster. The cluster might happen at varied steps during the whole 
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procedure, for example, it could happen before the conjugation such as during the protein-

peptide complex formation, or it could happen during the conjugation step. The specific cause 

remains to be investigated. Nonetheless, it is verified that the FBP-1 can mediate the conjugation 

of AqpZ onto polymeric functional membrane substrate while protect protein from denature.    

3.3.7 Preliminary test of desalination performance  

The desalination performances of PSU-N3 and PSU-AqpZ membranes were carried out on 

cross-flow machine at 50 PSI using 1 g/L NaCl feed solution at 25 oC. The results were recorded 

in Table 3.3. The water flux decreased and salt rejection increased after click AqpZ/FBP-1 

complex clicked on the surface. As a circulating solution was applied during click reaction, 

theoretically, AqpZ/FBP-1 complex was trapped and reacted inside or around the nano-size 

pores of the substrate. Therefore, part of the pores on the substrate surface was covered with the 

complex, which slows molecules passing through the membrane. This explains the depressed 

water flux and slightly higher salt rejection.   

Table 3.3 Preliminary water performance test of PSU-N3 and PSU-AqpZ membranes 

 PSU-N3 membrane PSU-AqpZ membrane 

Water flux (LMH) 17.13±1.87 4.53±2.33 

Salt rejection (%) 5% 12.5±4.2% 

 Tested at 50PSI using 1g/L NaCl feed solution with concentrate flow 0.6 GPM at 25 oC.  

The idea of clicking AqpZ/FBP-1 complex onto the surface under circulate condition was 

aimed to lead the click reaction happen around the pore or inside the pore. Hypothetically, pores 

on the substrate were filled by AqpZ/FBP-1 complex after the reaction. Since AqpZ only allows 

water molecules to pass though, the membrane will display enhanced salt rejection. The results 
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shows a moderate improve of salt rejection (from 5% to 12 %). The suboptimal salt rejection 

(12%) of the PSA-AqpZ membrane suggests that there are defects on the membrane. As shown 

in Figure 3.16a, the ideal situations for locating AqpZ/FBP-1 complex are the AqpZ clicked 

straight upon a similar size pore on the surface, or several complex packed and clicked around 

a bigger size pore to block it. However, some AqpZ/FBP-1 complex may dislocate and fail to 

fully cover the pore (Figure 3.16b), which lead to leaking of salt ion passage and low salt 

rejection of the membrane. Therefore, the defects from low degree of click conjugation directly 

upon the pores (including not fully filling up the pores) resulted in the low salt rejection of PSU-

AqpZ membrane.  

 

Figure 3.16 Cartoon scheme of the possible location and position of AqpZ/FBP-1 complex 

clicked on the surface. 
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3.4 Conclusion  

In this chapter, the fabrication of a novel biomimetic membrane by conjugating AqpZ/FBP-

1 complex on functionalized substrate, and its desalination performance were investigated. 

Given the advantages as bio-inert, compatible with aqueous media and high yield, click 

chemistry was chosen as the method to incorporate AqpZ into membrane system to fabricate the 

desalination biomimetic membrane. Peptide with alkyne group was successfully synthesized 

and the activity of functional group was verified. Polysulfone, chosen as the starting substrate 

polymer material was modified with azide functional group. AqpZ was successfully stabilized 

by FBP-1 and the complex was proved to be clicked on the substrate. However, the salt rejection 

and water flux of the obtained membrane only improve moderately compare to the control 

sample. This suggests that the current reaction strategy is not able to fill up the pore space in the 

substrate with AqpZ/FBP1 complex. Future work on minimizing open pores defects to increase 

salt rejection can be performed to fabricate qualified desalination membranes.  
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Chapter 4. Conclusions and future work 

4.1  Conclusions 

In this thesis, amphiphilic peptides were utilized as a novel tool to stabilize water channel 

protein AqpZ. BP-1 was first demonstrated to have excellent ability to tightly bind with AqpZ 

by hydrophobic force and further form β-barrel around the protein by intermolecular hydrogen 

bonding with each other, resulting in stable AqpZ/BP-1 complex in aqueous solution. 

Meanwhile, the solid chemistry synthesis of peptide offered an easy and favorable way to 

modify the peptide with functional groups. Functional peptide FBP-1 with alkynyl group was 

successfully synthesized by adding propargyl glycine into peptide sequence. The resulting FBP-

1 thus exhibited dual functions: (1) stabilizes AqpZ in aqueous solution; and (2) serves as a 

linker to conjugate AqpZ to polymeric substrate.   

Two strategies were developed in this work to incorporate stable AqpZ complex into 

membrane system for fabrication of robust biomimetic desalination membranes. AqpZ/BP-1 

complex was successfully encapsulated into a dense polyamide barrier layer via interfacial 

polymerization on a polysulfone substrate. The resulting composite membrane showed 

enhancement of water permeability while maintaining high salt rejection over the testing time. 

Meanwhile, the membrane exhibited robust mechanical stability, evidenced from its tolerance 

of high testing pressure. No defects were formed during the fabrication process and the 

polyamide layer protected the complex from peeling off. This study clearly demonstrated the 

promising potential of preparing high performance biomimetic membranes by incorporating 

AqpZ/BP-1 complex into interfacial polymerization.  
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The effect of the complex adding amount on membrane desalination performance was also 

investigated in this study. Although the water permeability was increased linearly in low adding 

amount, it reached maximum when the surface reached the saturate absorption of AqpZ/BP-1 

complex. To further improve the water permeability, covalent binding between the complex and 

surface, instead of the non-specific van der Waals interaction, may be required.     

 Another strategy to fabricate biomimetic desalination membrane studied in this thesis is 

to conjugate AqpZ/FBP-1 complex onto the porous azide substrate via mild click chemistry. 

Polysulfone was chosen to be the starting material for substrate and was first modified with 

azide group. The consequent polysulfone azide was then casted using liquid induced phase 

separation technique, resulting in a thin film substrate with appropriate pore size structure. Click 

reaction was performed using circulating system. The consequent membrane revealed that the 

functional complex was successfully conjugated onto the membrane surface as supported by 

surface chemical composition analysis (XPS, FTIR etc.). This study reveals a promising and 

universal method to conjugate a thin layer of proteins onto polymeric substrate. However, 

defects exist as pores were not fully covered by AqpZ/FBP-1 complex, resulting in low salt 

rejection of the consequent membrane.  

4.2  Future work 

In summary, two novel methods of incorporating water channel protein AqpZ to fabricate 

biomimetic desalination membranes reveal great potentials in future desalination industry 

practice. To fabricate ideal biomimetic desalination membranes, future work and improvement 

shall be focus on as following: 
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In chapter 2, to find out the saturate point of the AqpZ complex amount on the membrane, 

the exact AqpZ complex loading amount needs to be quantified. The protein amount can be 

detected on the membrane surface after interfacial polymerization, or can be calculated by 

quantifying the amount of protein in the extra aqueous phase. The latter approach is more 

technically practical. To quantify the AqpZ complex amount in the extra aqueous phase, 

accurate method for detecting low concentration of protein is required. Given that the expected 

protein concentration in the extra aqueous phase would be under 3 μg/mL, the bicinchoninic 

acid assay (BCA assay) and fluorescence assay (using NanoOrange Protein Quantitation Kit) 

are both suitable for the protein quantification here. Both assays have high sensitivity (0.5 μg/mL 

to 1.5 mg/mL for BCA assay, and 10 ng/mL to 10 μg/mL for fluorescence assay)[107]. The 

AqpZ complex amount in extra aqueous phase of interfacial polymerization could be directly 

detected by BCA assay and thus the protein loading amount can be calculated. Meanwhile, to 

further enhance the membrane water permeability, more AqpZ complex should be loaded into 

the barrier layer of the composite membrane. That is, in the interfacial polymerization 

membrane fabrication, specific binding (covalent conjugation) can be introduced between 

AqpZ/BP-1 complex and the surface, rather than non-specific binding. Consequently, peptide 

and the substrate need to be modified to functional groups accordingly.  

In chapter 3, similar to chapter 2, to further improve the water permeability, improve the 

click efficiency might be one solution. In order to determine the click efficiency, the AqpZ 

complex click amount needs to be quantified. Fluorescein labeling might be a feasible method 

to quantify the protein click amount. Same as chapter 3, AqpZ could be labeled by FITC first 

and then perform the click conjugation between the protein complex and the polymeric substrate. 
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By testing the resulting click membrane and comparing the fluorescence signal with standard 

samples, the protein click amount could be calculated. Secondly, according to the preliminary 

desalination result of the click AqpZ-PSU membrane, after conjugation, the remaining open 

pores need be sealed to prevent ion leakage. This suggests that a dense barrier layer is required 

to cover the open pores area and block the ion leakage. 

Intriguingly, bring the two methods together, here comes a new model of fabricating 

biomimetic desalination membranes—using click reaction to conjugate the AqpZ complex as 

the ultra high water permeable unit onto the functional polymeric substrate and sealing open 

pores by interfacial polymerization method to further increase the salt rejection. Similar to the 

work in Chapter 3, peptide and polymeric substrate could be modified with alkynyl and azide 

group, respectively, to perform the click reaction in the purpose of increasing the loading amount 

of AqpZ complex on the substrate. Interfacial polymerization reaction can be conducted 

afterwards. And proper reaction conditions of interfacial polymerization to fabricate the thin 

polyamide barrier layer require to be investigated.  
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